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 Face-to-face

interview
 Ask one question:

“Among

all the stores you
visit and make a purchase in
the past 6 months, which is
your favorite, and why?”






In 2009, The Wall Street Journal had a story on where and why
dozens of malls across America are losing retailers and “dying.”

Shopping is an essential part of the lives of Hong Kong people
The shopping centers in HK are well blended into the living
environment, near residential areas or schools
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According to Euromonitor International (2011), online
shopping is not that popular



Asian youth have been recognized as a crisis-resistant
market during economic downturns



A youth-oriented shopping mall, targeted aged 19-39
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Purpose: To identify the attributes of
store-based retail outlets that make up
the favorite shop among HK youths







Data were collected in November 2010.
Altogether 89 interviewees aged from 15 to
21 participated in the study. Among them, 67
were females and 22 were males.

Individual face-to-face interviews in Cantonese
Participants had experience in buying products or services in the
past six months

The participants were then asked the reasons why they love
the shops, as well as the experiences related those shop visits.



They were required to provide 2 photos of my favorite retail
shop. One photo showed the exterior layout and the other
one depicted a specific element inside the shop that the
participants liked a lot.

Methodology





the first study to explore in detail the attributes
of young Chinese consumers’ favorite retail
shops



Most other studies were conducted with adult consumers in
Western countries.
Studies on young Asian consumers focus on shopping behavior,
shopping motivations and psychographic profiles.

Research Objectives
1. To explore attributes of retail facilities that appeal to young
HK consumers;
2. To examine the relative importance of the tangible (hard) and
intangible (soft) aspects of retail facilities in attracting them

Type of store

Frequency

Bookshop
Beauty and cosmetics
Convenience store
Entertainment

4
3
4
2

Fashion and clothing

30

Fashion and causal wear
Executive wear
Sportswear
Bags and accessories
Food services
Dessert and ice cream
Fast food restaurant
Café or Western restaurant
Japanese restaurant
Noodle shop
Chinese restaurant
Snack and confectionery store
Take-away snacks and drinks
Street food stall
Furniture and lifestyle store
Gifts and toys
Supermarket

14
9
5
2
33
8
6
5
4
3
2
2
2
1
7
5
1

Findings

Summary of results for “my favorite retail
shop”
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Reasons

Frequency *

Product

131

Price

54

Place

52

Promotion

43

Physical evidence

92

People

82

Process

29



Findings and Analysis

* Participants can report more than one reason

Booms and Bitner’s (1981) extended marketing mix
(7Ps)

Product

131

Excellent product quality

55

Varity of choices

42

Trendiness and innovation

15

Uniqueness

12

Others (guarantees &
warranty, availability in
size/quantity , packaging)

7

“The toast is tasty and
excellent. You cannot get such
a good one from any other
cafes” (male, age 16);

“The boutique really matches my personal
style. The designs are cool, cute, and special.
When I go out, I do not need to worry that
everyone is wearing the same design”
(female, age 19)

Physical evidence

92

Attractive décor style and
color scheme

27

Cozy setting

22

Attractive window display and
organized interior layout

12

Atmospherics (airconditioning, background
music, lighting)

11

Clean and tidy environment

10

Spacious environment

10

(male, age 19)

People

Appreciated
salespersons
who gave
them
“freedom” to
browse
around

A cosmetic
salesperson
offered
color
matching
tips for
make ups

82

Customer-salesperson contact (e.g.
friendliness, helpfulness, personal
attention of the employee)

49

Not being monitored closely by the
employee

19

Knowledge of the employee or
salesperson

6

Appearance/attractiveness of the
employee or salesperson

4

Right kind of consumers in the shop

4



The interviewees reported that “helpful staff”, “friendly
service”, and “informative employees” were reasons of
making a shop their favorite.

In some restaurants, “we found waiters were
friendly and pleased to chit-chat with us”;
“the waiters know our names and some even
recall our favorite dishes”
Some interviews said they appreciate the extra
miles a salesperson walked for them.
For example, a salesperson looked up a pair of shoes
of the right size from another branch of the shop

“ I am drawn by the
princes fashion
style…The salesgirl
recognized me when I
walked in the store….
We had a causal talk
and we exchanged
contacts. I bought many
clothes there.”

(female, age 20)

Price

54

Affordable price

43

Perceived good value

11

Place

52

Vicinity to school/work/home

28

Accessibility

21

Opening hours

3

Respondents reported favoring
shops close to their school or
residence. They found them
highly accessible, making it
easy to go in groups with
friends.

Promotion

Discount
Events
Free sample
Coupons
Friends’
recommendation

43
20
8
7
4
4

Process
a yogurt shop
allowed
customers to add
their own
toppings.

Free to stay as long as we wish

29
17

Efficiency

9

Self-help service format

3

The two most mentioned
types of favorite shops were
food outlets and clothing
shops. Both sell non-durable
goods



Young interviewees are style
conscious, with limited
disposed income, most of
them not attached to high
fashion  The attribute
“affordable price” was
deemed important

Shops selling durable goods
such as electrical appliances,
watches and jewelry were
seldom reported as favorite
shops – young consumers have
limited experience purchasing
such items
Luxury brands were also seldom
mentioned

Discussion



Previous work on youth’s store selection behavior has
already point out that cognitive response to product and
service quality is important.

Our findings indicate that: The environment, people,
& location are also important.

Favoring a store is regarded as a cumulative effect of a young
consumer’s contentment and perceptions, both rational and
emotional.
• Proximity, accessibility and convenience are some of the
important hard store attributes as supplementing the soft or the
interpersonal attributes.

1.

Young consumers are price-sensitive



2. Retail personal managers should train the
salespersons in communicating with young consumers



3. Retails for durables shall take initiative to
establish brand loyalty with young consumers



4. Young consumers developed strong emotional
link with selected food stores and clothing stores.
Retails for durables shall identify these shops and
explore cross promotion with them



5. Retails shops shall continue to invest on a
pleasant physical environment, affordable price, and
friendly staff to keep the young consumers loyal and
happy

Marketing Implications



For quantitative retailing research:


Future Research

To determine the importance weights (i.e. the relative priority)
of the attributes to the young consumers, with a
representative sample
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